Directions: you will work in pairs, one “driving” and after 15 minutes you will switch roles

Driver I:_________________________________ Driver 2_________________________________

1. Type the following address in the open address field exactly as you see it below:
   http://www.vroma.org

2. This will bring you to the VRoma Welcome page, where you will see the long list of resources available at the site. Click on Web Gateway for the Log-in form. Type the word guest in the name field; leave the password field empty; below, click on Connect

3. After a wait while the Web and Moo pages load, you will arrive at Prima Porta, the Gateway into Rome. Go to the navigator bar on the right side of the screen and click on “Who’s on line.” Is anyone else on line except guests? Since anyone may come on line at any time and your conversation is being recorded at the main site, I remind you to preserve electronic courtesy to yourselves and others at all times when you MOO.

4. First we will explore the Web capabilities of the site and its focus on the physical virtuality of Rome: notice the references to “seeing” and “traveling” through the city (we will begin by following the compass directions and the map and later teleporting).

5. Click on Rome: this will bring up a clickable map
   Click on Regio IX (Pons Fabricius) and we will visit the Theater of Marcellus first. After visiting all parts, we will return to Rome
   Click on Regio III or type in dialogue box @go House of Paullus. Walk through the house, using your houseplan to see where you are
   Click on Regio VIII and visit the Rostra in the Roman Forum and see what’s there (several surprises await you)
   Click on Regio II (Clivus Publicius) and go to Temple of Ceres; when invited, “talk “ to the priestess bot by typing the words activate priestess in the dialogue box.

6. Now you are ready to MOO--
   In order to have conversation, you need to be in exactly the same place as the person you wish to speak to.
   To speak, type opening quotation marks then what you wish to say (you do not need closing quotation marks; hit enter & you will see your words and the response that the other person makes).
   You may, within the programmed words, also gesture and emote by first typing a colon (:) followed by the gesture (e.g. waves, smiles, cries, laughs, titters, etc.)

7. If any time remains, click on Regio XI, view map and visit Circus Maximus